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This newsletter is produced by Clifton Robinsons’  volunteer
Communications & Marketing team. It is distributed to all
Registered members of Clifton Robinsons Hockey Club, every
month during the hockey season. 

Our Newsletter is for everyone in the Club and we welcome
contributions from all our members. Thank you to everyone
who has sent articles for this edition. If you have any stories
you would like to share, please contact Jude Barratt on:

communications@cliftonrobinsonshockey.co.uk

@CliftonRobbies

@cliftonrobinsonsjuniors

Season half time already!

November was a big month for our Club, particularly with the
celebration of our Women’s 1s achievement reaching 500
matches in the Premier League. Thanks to all the players from
throughout the years who gathered at Combe Dingle (at the
501st match) and afterwards at Redland Tennis Centre to lend
their congratulations, and to celebrate and reminisce together.
The event turned up some surprising and rather precious
mementoes of Clifton Ladies – read the full story from Club
Secretary Phil Bailey on page 4.

Throughout the Club league positions have chopped and
changed over the first half of the season – updates from coaches
and captains are on pages 5 and 6. Our Juniors, of course, are
not to be outdone – full round-up of their successes are on
pages 7 and 8, including news of a regional championship title
for our U18 indoor boys.

Thank you to everyone – committee, coaches, players,
managers, admins, parents and more – for your commitment
and support. Here’s to more successful hockey in 2022! 
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They did it! Hockey history – 500 games in
the Premier League. Huge congratulations to
our amazing W1s. 

www.facebook.com/CliftonRobinsonsHockeyClub/

@CliftonRobbies

Keep your eyes peeled on Social Media for updates, but for now,
put these dates in your diary. Everyone welcome! 

29th January –Treasure Hunt
26th February – Six Nations Social
19th March – Harbourside Boat Bar Crawl
20th April – End of Season Dinner 

Social dates for your diary



Coaching on the
website map!
Did you know that we have 23 qualified coaches in the
Club! New on the Website, anyone can access the
general ‘Coaching’ section as a drop down from the
'About Us' tab. In there, you can read how to access
more specific coaching information that is available
through England and GB Hockey. In addition, for active
coaches in the Club, you can pick up loads of useful stuff
under Admin > Club > Coaches’ Info. 

Watch your inbox
Over the Christmas period, please keep an eye on
your inbox for an email from Nick Sutcliffe about
the next wave of registrations on England
Hockey’s new GMS system. Please follow his
prompts when they come – we will need to react
fairly swiftly in order to make sure everyone can
keep playing when the season re-starts in
January. If you don’t hear from him, don’t worry.
It’s a bit like the vaccine rollout (thanks to Izzy for
that analogy!) – EH is working its way through the
membership in stages. For now, just keep your
eyes peeled and we’ll let you know when there’s
something to do.

A *BIG* thank you!
A huge thank you to Alex Kirkpatrick, M2s Captain and
Comms guru, who has turned our matchday
programmes into an art form! Every week the
programme goes out not just into your inboxes, but also
on the website and through our Social Media. It’s the
weekly face of our Club in the hockey world and
beyond, and we love it. Thanks Kirky – and Jade and
everyone else who contributes to help him pull it
together each week. We’re looking forward to seeing
more in the New Year.

Committee news...



In the mid-1600s there was a practice common in Bristol where
young men were taken to a Tavern and given several tankards of
ale. After unwittingly taking the King’s Shilling, they would wake
aboard a cutter sailing towards distant lands.

Many believe that this practice died out in the mid-1800s but in
the spring of 1977, a similar innocent was taken to the lounge bar
at the George Inn on the Wells Road, plied with Directors Bitter
and, in an inebriated haze repeated on many later Saturday nights,
took the Kingsize Shilling and joined the newly formed third team
of Robinsons Hockey Club. That is how I find myself, 44 years
later, as a proud vice president of this glorious hockey club.
I think most would agree that I was a player of modest ability
(down at the back!) but my love of this very special sport and
everything that goes with it started at that first game and remains
undiminished. There were times of frustration and I spent a few
seasons away from the club, but it was always a joy to find old
Robbies mates when playing at the same pitch, as long as they
weren’t the opposition.

In most seasons, I took some office: match secretary, chairman
and president among them. This wasn’t entirely selfless – at least
you could find out what people were saying about you. I vaguely
remember being a team captain but that can’t be right, can it? I
can certainly recall the Wednesday evening telephone calls when
a player was being dropped. Horrible! Umpire, coach, manager,
technical delegate, webmaster, I’ve done most things.

We made our first faltering steps with Redland Ladies into Junior
Hockey with me as coach. This produced a batch of our finest
current players such as Jamie Mortimore and… well, that’s it.

Meet the VP

I have witnessed the astonishing development of the club from
the foot of the Green ’Un merit table to establishing ourselves in
the England Hockey League and the merger with another great
club, Clifton Ladies, to become one of the strongest clubs in the
West.

It’s often said that great things are built on the shoulders of giants.
This club is built on those who, although of low expectation and
achievement, were dedicated to the spirit and ethic of Robinsons,
were determined that the club would not go the way of so many
others that you would find named in the 1977 fixture card, and
played for the love of the sport itself. Giants in their own way, I
suppose.

In 2016, having accepted that Og was never going to select me
again, we moved to Italy. Hockey is in its infancy here, three tiers
playing nationwide. Their away matches in Sicily makes the haul
to Shepton Mallet seem a little less to complain about. My local
club, Piceno Potenza, who play in the second tier, is about 40km
away, a 45-minute drive. So, about the same as Temple Meads to
Badminton School. COVID restrictions have prevented a visit so
far, but I hope to be watching some live hockey soon, both here
and back in Bristol when restrictions allow. In the meantime, I
content myself with the products of our excellent
communications team, social media and match-time Twitter.
CRTID!

Bob Cresswell

Left to right: Colin Edwards (ump), Dave “Kingsize” King, Ken Rutter, Bob
“Cressers” Cresswell, Martin “Ram” Cockram, Dave “Cockers” Cockram



For the last four years, I have been helping to compile Hockey
Wales Cap and Match history. It has never ceased to amaze
me that material from over 100 years ago can suddenly
emerge. Old boxes in store cupboards and dusty attics contain
priceless artefacts about the history of this great game.
Likewise, individuals make contact with stories and
information about their ancestors who played. 

During my research, I’ve discovered a number of Welsh
players who played for Clifton, mainly from the 1980s
onwards. Two are our Vice Presidents and some attended the
500th-game celebration in November. 

For the 500th celebration I contacted Sue Slocombe, a
legendary Clifton/England player and GB coach from the late
1980s and 1990s when the National League started. I was to
be amazed with what she gave me that day. I knew Sue from
my very early years as a PE teacher She was teaching at
Nailsea School, and took me through my first and painful
attempt to Fosbury Flop! 

As a hockey historian I have a great interest in what the past
has brought to the present and how the sport has developed
over time. Finding historical artefacts from time long ago is
like unravelling a time capsule where present and past can be
compared. I’d already been talking with Colin Pike from
Surbiton HC and who, with The Hockey Museum, has a project
looking at the National League from its inception to the
present day – and information we can source for Clifton. That
is approximately 40 years of club hockey but Sue’s revelation
was even more astounding. I was forewarned that Sue had a
few boxes of ‘old stuff’ and she knew I was looking to do some
research on the women’s side of the club, having had the
discussions with Colin and some information from the
1980s/90s.

Some time ago I wrote an article for the Newsletter on the
formation of Clifton Ladies with the passage opposite from
The Clifton Society magazine on 25 November 1897:

Once upon a time... 

‘I hear on good authority that a ladies hockey club has been started in
Clifton with weekly practices, which takes place somewhere in a field
near Clifton in the direction of Westbury. Certainly the girls of
Clifton, of whatever other faults they may be accused, are not
wanting in sportsmanlike instinct, which makes them good tennis
players, golfers, cricketers and cyclists. Now to add to their other
accomplishments they intend to add hockey, and no doubt will
become proficient in that exciting, if somewhat dangerous game. My
only surprise is that such a club has not been started long ago here.
Of late years hockey has increased extraordinarily in popularity, and
there is hardly a town of any importance that has not its Ladies
hockey club. It will be interesting to watch the advance of the game
in Clifton. At first it is practically certain that a number of people will
join for the novelty of the thing, and when that has died a natural
death, their interest will die out with it. Others, on the contrary, will
join merely for the sake of the game, and their enthusiasm will
increase as they learn to master its rules and first difficulties. These
are the people who make a club successful, and the majority of the
girls in Clifton belong to the better class and will play hockey just
because it is a game, it is not difficult to predict the final success of
the Clifton Ladies’ Hockey Club.’

However, I never thought I would hold club material dating back
to pre-1900 and the very start of the club! Emerging from Sue’s
very nice BMW sports car was an ordinary-looking box with a few
papers and several hard back books. I examined the first with the
front label reading ‘Clifton Ladies’ Hockey Club – Matches 1898–
1900’. Being such an anorak, my pulse raced and as I saw several
other books detailing the same from 1898–1934, plus some
minutes from 1900–1983. Suddenly, we were in possession of
Clifton Ladies’ history going back to the first games played over
120 years ago.

As is seen in documents of this age, the handwriting is immaculate,
written in beautiful fountain pen. We learn that the first match
documented was on Wednesday November 7th 1898 and played
at Westbury. Clifton’s opponents were Mortimore House and
Clifton won by 4 goals to nil, the scorers being Miss W Winifred
Brown 2, Miss Margaret Magniac and Miss Evilyn Carter. The
team that day was:

• Alice Parr (C) • C Magniac • M Magniac • E Carter • E Budgett •
L Danger • W Winifred Brown • N Newstead • KM Parr • HG
MacEwen • F Budgett

A photo of this page accompanies the article and further
information will be published in forthcoming Newsletters. I have
already contacted The Hockey Museum to inform them of this
important find.

We now hope that, with this information, websites found of the
early league, documents that we already hold, The Hockey
Museum Project and the more recent England Hockey Data Base,
we can produce a fairly comprehensive overview of the club’s
history, matches, players and results – watch this space. 
Phil Bailey

During the 500 celebrations, Club Secretary Phil Bailey was handed a piece of Clifton Ladies’
history that set his pulse racing. Here is his account of this amazing discovery. 



Women’s round up

It has been a busy end to the first half of the season for the
Women’s 1st team. On the pitch we had a disappointing away
trip to Beeston with a 2–0 loss and this was followed by a tight
2–1 loss v Wimbledon on the day the club celebrated the
500th game in the PNL. After this game, it was confirmed that
the squad had achieved a position in the top 6, which means
that post-Christmas we will be playing 10 games against the
other top 6 teams with the reward a place in Europe for the
top 2 sides. Our final game took us to East Grinstead where we
fought hard to stay in the game, but were unable to put enough
pressure on them and we ended with a 6–1 loss. We finished a
challenging but enjoyable first half of the season with a 1–0
cup win against Reading putting us into the quarter finals of
the cup. Next is the indoor season where we will play our
second tournament weekend at UWE on 15th/16th January.
Juliet Rayden (Head Coach)

Women’s 1s
The Women’s 3s are very much a team in transition this season –
new coach, new captains and, apart from a couple of stalwarts, a
completely new team made up of up-and-coming juniors, some
new joiners to the club and some players who’ve worked their way
up through the various Clifton teams over previous seasons. It was
therefore probably not too surprising that the team got off to a
slow start, with some tough defeats in the opening few games,
including an opening-day loss to Redland when they finished with
9 players on the pitch due to injury. However, after some mid-
October soul-searching, they finished strongly with 10 points
from the final 4 games, including a 4–1 win against Firebrands 2s
and a 2–0 win away to Wotton. The team goes into the mid-season
break joint 6th in the league, looking to avenge some of those
early season defeats in the new year! Tom Appleby (Coach)

Women’s 3s

We've had a really promising first half of the season following our
promotion into Central League, our last win meaning we’ve
reached the top three! We weren’t too sure what to expect in this
new league, but have really enjoyed the games so far, managing to
get 5 wins and two unexpected 5–5 draws! Fingers crossed we'’ll
be able to carry on the winning streak in the new year. Sophie
Gordon (Captain)

The Women’s 2s have fought hard this side of Christmas but
go into the break 9th in the league. With lots of new faces and
some injuries it’s taken a little while to get into the stride but
over the past few games the ladies have worked really well
with each other, continued to develop and got their first win
(hurrah!).

After Christmas, theW2s hope to continue to work hard for
each other to get the results they deserve and climb their way
up the table. This will be a challenge but after a little rest over
Christmas, the squad will get back into the groove in January
and work towards securing the results they are hungry for!
Jules Gardner (Captain)

Women’s 2s
Women’s 4s

The Ladies 5th Team have continued to develop and grow as a
team throughout the first half of the season. We have had a
mixture of different players playing every week but everyone just
mucks in and works well each week for our league matches. Our
final match of the season was against a team much higher up in the
league table, we went with very few subs and all stepped up to the
mark winning 4–0. Hopefully in the new year we can continue to
play well as a team. Jess Adams (Captain)

Women’s 5s

The Women‘s 1s played their 500th PNL match (against Beeston) away, so it
wasn’t until their next home match against Wimbledon on 20th November that
players from throughout the years were able to gather to watch the team mark
their phenomenal achievement. 

Photo Credit: Peter Smith / ©  Smifsports Photography



Men’s round up

The Mens 1st XI have enjoyed a fantastic first half of the
season and are looking forward to yet more success in the
New Year. After a quick start, with three wins from three
matches, results tailed off a bit with some bad luck – the ball
just wouldn’t go in the goal! A 5–5 away thriller against ISCA
was our last match of the season, another example of how lady
luck hasn’t quite shined on us yet, having been 5–2 up at one
point. However, performances, training and the environment
we have created have been very positive and the team is
making progress week on week. We are looking forward to
building on what has been a very positive start to life back in
the National League and hope to enjoy the second half of the
campaign! 

We would like to thank the whole club and beyond for the
amazing support we have had at our home matches, it really
does make a huge difference to us. In the second half of the
season we are planning more evening games and would love to
see as many of you as possible there!! Jamie Mortimore
(Captain)

Men’s 1s

Men’s 3s

The Men’s 2s have had a strong start to the season, sitting top
after 11 games, with 9 wins, 1 loss and a disappointing draw in
the final game of the year. In a league of contrasts, hard fought
home wins against Bristol & West and Chippenham are
memorable highlights, while professional performances away
at bottom teams Swansea and West Wilts saw the team bag 10
goals on 2 occasions. The emphasis has definitely been on a
‘team’ rather than individuals, with a total of 31 players
turning out for a high-energy front footed team. 

Currently, Chris Tidy and Jake Rowe lead the goalscoring
charts having both gone past the 10 mark in recent weeks,
while the importance of veteran defender Pete Sekula and
returning ‘keeper Ben O’Sullivan cannot be understated. A
tough run of fixtures against title-rivals after Christmas
beckons, so the team will be heavy on the running and light on
the mince pies over the festive period. Many thanks must go to
Adam Davies for starting the season as captain so strongly, as
well as to Matt Plimmer for taking the reigns as 2s coach at
short notice. We hope to follow up with more good news in the
next newsletter! Alex Kirkpatrick (Captain)

Men’s 2s

Having beaten Team Bath Buccaneers in the first round 6–0, the
O40s faced Westbury & United Banks O40s in the 2nd round of
the EH Masters Championships. The old blokes in blue dominated
and won the match comfortably 5–1. The CRHC scorers were
Simon Sharp (2), Brad Alwan-Arab, Nick “Da Baby” Portch, and
Charlie (real name Stephen) Rutherford. We advance to round
three in January and are awaiting the draw... which will no doubt
be our old rivals ISCA. Duncan Long

Men’s Masters / O40s

The even older blokes faced Taunton Vale O50s in their second
round match. Again, the might of CRHC was just too much for the
Taunton Vale opposition and we ran out a 4–0 winner. Goals from
Kinger (Ian King); Philly (Phil King – younger and fitter brother),
Colin Colegate and Simon Sharp (the super-Master goal scoring
machine). Dazza’s old Blue Army march on and also await the
draw... which (again) will no doubt be ISCA – boring! Duncan Long

Men’s Masters / O50s

It’s been a successful first half of the season for the Men’s

3s. A 5–0 win away at Cardiff Medics leaves us second in

West Division 2. James Meakin scored a hat-trick. So we go

into the second half of the season three points behind

leaders Cardiff University 2s. The 3s really does show what

the club has to offer – a mix of experience with three ex-first

team captains (four if Wost didn’t have a weak knee) and

two ex-first team coaches playing alongside a group of 20–

30 somethings and some really talented juniors. We’re

aiming to keep the pressure on the leaders by continuing to

win and then going to Cardiff Uni to take the points off

them! Duncan Long

Friday Night Lights will be back in the New Year, with the Men’s 1s
playing more matches under the floodlights at The Lawns. Here, ahead of
their match against Cheltenham HC in November. 

Photo Credit: Peter Smith / ©  Smifsports Photography



Junior girls’ news

So, the Academy Girls put their skills to the test in a series of
challenges to pass, slap and dribble their way to prizes on a very
chilly night in December. The Goalies also took to the clearance
challenge before a frenzy of small-sided games tested the close
control skills while keeping warm!

This was a fun finish to 2021 where the girls have focussed on
developing specific hockey skills both in and out of possession, as
well as looking closely at goal setting, self-talk and an introduction
to imagery as additional skills to focus their development. Thanks
to the players for their enthusiasm and the coaches (Rachel, Maz,
Lou, Jen, Al and Mike) and our administrator (Janie) for their
commitment. 

Keep an eye out for 2022 dates that will be published early in the
new year! Mike Leatt (Head of Junior Girls Performance)

CRHC Girls’ Academy
We finished the Autumn term with a Tinsel and hockey
extravaganza! The girls competed in mixed age group teams in a
series of challenges, working together brilliantly! Huge thanks to
our girls, parents and D of E volunteers for all your support this
term. The U8/10 Team

GU8/10

We are delighted to say that despite continual disruptions this
season (training blackouts, frozen pitches and covid isolation) the
U14Gs have been fielding two teams with all 43 girls representing
the club. Our final session was run by the W1s under the watchful
gaze of Santa and the girls were all delighted to experience what
training is like if you play premier division hockey.   

The Tier 1 team remain undefeated, scoring 42 goals whilst
conceding only 4, making it through to the England Hockey
Championship quarter final and finishing at the top of the West
League. The Tier 2 team have won more games than they have lost
and are currently mid-table with every chance of making the
regional league finals in the new year.

Six girls have been selected for performance centres and a great
many of our younger players began their steps towards similar
achievements through their selection into the academy centre
programme. We continue to attract new players – the appeal of
the junior club continues to rise.

We couldn’t finish this report without thanking all the parents for
their support, whether that’s ferrying the children & cheering from
the side line, moving goals or picking up cones. In addition, it must
be said that the reason our team is in such great shape is due to
the enormous amount of work that Justine and Alison do behind
the scenes. It’s been a very busy start to the season and they have
been there at the heart of everything ensuring that we, as a group,
are the best group we could possibly be. That’s not an easy task
and they do it calmly, professionally and with smiles on their faces.
Dom Titcomb

GU14

The U16 girls are Champions of the West Tier 1 Area League in
the inaugural year of this EH competition. 

Clifton Robinsons came out on top in every match they played,
demonstrating some great hockey along the way to clock up a
total of 19 points with a huge  positive goal difference of 43
(scoring 44 and conceding only 1). The Covid-abandoned match
against Cheltenham was declared a draw by the league, but the 
5–1 win against second-placed Bath was the decisive result. The
team now progresses into the National Competition of 24 teams
to be played in four leagues of six. This will be a step up in
intensity, but one that this team will relish and, of course, it
represents another great opportunity for player development.

Our Tier 2 girls have notched up some impressive wins in their
league and still have matches to play in what is looking like a
revised format for the remainder of the season. Watch this space!

Huge thanks to coaches Mike, Rachel and Andy, to our admin team
of Janie, Jude and Ed, and, of course, to the girls themselves,
whose commitment and team spirit is exemplary. Mike Leatt  

GU16 – Top of the Table



Juniors go indoor 

U18 Boys – Regional Indoor Champions! 
Clifton Robinsons U18 Boys triumphed over teams from fellow
national League clubs with wins against Team Bath Buccs (1–0)
and Ashmoor (4–0) and a draw against Plymouth Marjon (2–2), at
Wellington School on Sunday 5th December to be crowned West
indoor hockey champions. 

Robbies faced former team-mate and friend Ben Sharp who lined
up as Buccs captain in a very closely contested game, with Ollie
Alker Stone scoring the decisive goal in the first half of the first
game. CRHC Captain Ollie King again showed immense maturity,
adapting tactics during games to successfully outwit the best
efforts of some seriously experienced coaches plotting to stop his
team.  

Gabe Scudder was solid in defence, whilst midfielder Jakob
Szpojnowicz made an outstanding save from a penalty flick after
Goalkeeper Harry Boss had been sin-binned for a tackle in the D.
Gabe, Ollie & Jakob each scored crucial goals, while Josh Dell and
Will Maxwell worked tirelessly as forwards completing the small
squad of just seven players! 

This is the third time in a row this cohort of boys has qualified for
National Indoors finals, which are due to be played in
Wolverhampton in January. Good luck boys! Ian King

U16 Boys 
Meanwhile, the U16 Boys faced a reduced round-robin
competition following late opposition withdrawals from their
indoor regional finals. The boys came away runners up to
Cheltenham HC, following a tightly contested 3–2 loss. A
restructuring of the competition for the 21/22 season has
meant that only the top team goes through, making things
tough for runners up – but it’s all experience under the belt and
the boys have everything to aim for next year. 

U16 Girls Indoor
With no U18 girls’ side entered for Clifton Robinsons this year,
the girls’ indoor hopes rested on the U16s, who travelled to West
Buckland School in Barnstaple for the West Regional Finals on
Sunday 5th December.  As teams slowly withdrew from the
competition over the course of the preceding week, the notion of
pool matches, then final and semi-final gave way to a straight
round robin with winner takes all. 

First up, the girls played ISCA and secured a convincing 8–3 win.
It seemed hard to believe that, following the last-minute
cancellation of their practice matches in the Bristol league two
days before, this match was their first playing indoor hockey
together as this particular squad. The girls were straight back on
against Cheltenham – a well-drilled and experienced indoor side.
Our girls kept fighting until the klaxon sounded, but the match
finished 5–3 to Cheltenham, who went on to win the competition
convincingly and take the ticket to Nationals in January. Our girls
should be hugely proud that they finished very respectable
runners up. 

Huge thank you to our coaches Ju and Izzy, and to designated
drivers Janie, Jude and Ed. There is much potential in this team –
bring on next year!



@CliftonRobbies

@cliftonrobinsonsjuniors

Half-season Christmas
stats...

 

Top three goal-scorers so far.. .
Colin Colegate (M6s) – 20

Sophie Timon-Canning (L4s) – 16
Chris Tidy (M2s) – 13

 
Congratulations to the M4s who presently

have the biggest positive goal difference in
the Club – a WHOPPING +60 goals!!

Happy 
Christmas 

Clifton Robinsons!

Next issue due out in February 2022
 

Send your news to 
communications@cliftonrobinsonshockey.co.uk

 
Deadline for submissions 

Thursday January 27th

 

 
Thank you to Pete Smith at Smifsports Photography for his

brilliant photographs of our players, which go such a long way to
making our newsletter special. 

And finally . . .

www.facebook.com/CliftonRobinsonsHockeyClub/

@CliftonRobbies

Stay safe everyone. 
See you on the pitch in the New Year! 


